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Name______________________________
Shane

Activity #1: Defining and Relating
Use Before Reading

What Is A Hero?
Think about these questions before you complete the activity below:

• Who was your hero or heroine when you were six?
• What was appealing about this person or character?  What influence did he or

she have on your behavior?
• Who is your hero or heroine now?  Why?  What do you admire?  What

characteristics would you like to copy?

Make attribute webs for your hero of age 6 and your hero now.  Then compare them
using the T-diagram.  Look for similarities and differences.

Looks: Likes:

Feels: Acts:

Hero at Age 6:
______________

Looks: Likes:

Feels: Acts:

Hero Now:
______________

Hero at Age 6 Hero Now
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Directions:  Write a brief answer to each study question as you read the novel at home
or in class.  Use the questions for review before group discussion and before your final
exam.

Chapter 1
1. What is the setting (the where and when) of the novel?

2. What is so impressive about Shane’s appearance?

3. Of what is Marian especially proud?  Is your mom like this?

4. What conflict seems to be building between the homesteaders and Fletcher?

Chapter 2
1. What two things convince Shane to stay for a day?

2. Hats were often worn by all ladies in the 1890’s and for many years after, and
the fashions changed frequently.  What kinds of hats do you wear?  How does
wearing an unusual hat make you feel?

3. Why is Ledyard’s visit important?  What does he say about Shane?

4. What is the “millstone” around Joe Starrett’s neck?  How does it relate to Shane’s
debt to Joe, and exactly what is that debt?

Chapter 3
1. Why do you think Marian fixed up her old hat and showed it to Joe and Shane?

2. What effect did Marian’s bad mood have on Bob?  How did you know she had
decided to forgive Joe for hurting her feelings?

3. Why is it significant that Joe held the stump up while Shane chopped at the
taproot?  What has developed between the two?

4. Why did Shane call Marian’s pie “the best bit of stump I ever tasted”?

Chapter 4

1. How did Shane affect Joe and Marian?  Bob?

2. Joe is happy Shane will stay on to help with the work on the farm—but he is
especially glad for another reason.  What is it?

Shane
Study Questions

Use During Reading
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Name______________________________
Shane

Activity #14: Character Analysis
Use After Reading

SHANE

Directions:  Fill in the character web below.  Then choose another character from the
novel and make a web for him or her.

statements

looks

thoughts

others’
actions

his actions

fears

SAMPLE
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M
arian feels:

Joe 
feels:

Shane
Activity #16: Character Relationships

Use After Reading

Directions:  LOVE TRIANGLES are a classic plot in literature.  They occur in real life,
too.  In Shane, the love triangle is formed by Marian, Joe, and Shane.  Fill in the
feelings experienced by each character about the other two in relation to the triangle.

Sh
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Would Marian have gone with Shane if he had asked her?  Why didn’t he?

Describe another love triangle—one you have experienced yourself, or one you have
read about or seen in a movie or on TV.SAMPLE




